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Buy EVGA GeForce RTX, Get up to Three Games

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX brings you the most immersive gaming experience whether you��e knee-deep in the
trenches of Battlefield�� V, soaring through alien skies in Anthem, or surviving the harsh world of Metro Exodus.

For a limited time, purchase a qualifying GeForce RTX 2080 Ti or 2080 graphics card and get Battlefield V,
Anthem, and Metro Exodus (an incredible $180 value!). Pick up a qualifying GeForce RTX 2070 or 2060 graphics
card and get your choice of these incredible titles.

Battlefield with GeForce RTX: Real-time ray tracing brings cutting-edge, realistic graphics to mankind�� greatest
conflict. See it in action in our Battlefield V: Official GeForce RTX Trailer.

Anthem with GeForce RTX: Be one of the first to explore Anthem, an alien planet with hidden powers and a
mysterious history.

METRO EXODUS with GeForce RTX: Immerse yourself in a stark and frightening post-apocalyptic world, brought
to life with the stunning realism of GeForce RTX and DLSS.

Learn more and see qualifying products at https://www.evga.com/articles/01312/rtx-triple-threat/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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